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"Instead of noble men, let us have noble villages of
men. If it is necessary, omit one bridge over the river^

go round a little there and throw one arch at least over

the darker gulf of ignorance which surrounds MS"
ipr A/ / flw?
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Cultivation of a Community
by

S. B. RANGANATHAN, M. A., L. T., F, L. A.,

University Librarian, Madras and

Secretary, Madras Library Association

A ny community is richer in its human resources than in the** material ones. The human resources will yield the best
economic value only if they are cultivated constantly and
consciously. The cultivation of human resources repuires not
ploughs but books. Books can enrich a community in a
remarkable way. The magic that books can do in reviving and
advancing a rural community is demonstrated by the history of
Denmark,

LOOK AT DENMARK
In several respects the Danish community is like that of

South India. Its literature like ours consists more of lyrical
poetry. Feeling and grace rather than force characterise
Danish as well as South Indian music. Agriculture continues
to be their chief means of existence as with us. There are few
natural resources besides those the soil can produce. But
Denmark had this additional handicap, its soil was not as rich
as ours. And yet Denmark is now producing immense crops
and making herself felt in the markets of the world. That is
because it cultivated its human resources by its educational
outfit which began with universal elementary and folk edu-
cation and ended with a carefully coordinated system of pro-
gressive public libraries.

.

THE LIBRARY CHAIN

The national library chain begins at one end with the
two reservoir state libraries, the Royal Library and the Univer-
sity Library, at Copenhagen. At the other end of the chain
there are about 800 village libraries scattered throughout the
country. The intermediate links in the chain are the 80 town
libraries of which 27, placed at the junctions, act also as
regional or secondary reservoir libraries. The system of inter-

library loan along this chain makes all the book resources of
the nation available for a reader no matter where he lives.

This wonderful coordination is one of the results of the Library
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For the purpose of this paper let us take into considera
tion only two broad types (1) Those that render the contact
itself of the Eeference Librarian very difficult and, (2) Those
with whom contact is easily effected but who are not able to

express themselves clearly, leaving out of account readers with
healthy library habit. In the first case the refractoriness of
the readers is due either to a feeling of inferiority complex or

superiority complex. Most of these people happen to be new-
comers to the library* Very few of the readers that come to
the library for the first time straightway come to the counter
or reference section and introduce themselves as new to the

library and request to be explained as to what one should do to

get a book. Many of them feel overwhelmed by the atmosphere
of officialdom or the immensity of the collections of books or
the new environments and stand aghast without knowing how
to proceed. A feeling of inferiority complex takes possession
of them. Hence they feel shy and timid and allow that feeling
to manifest itself in peculiar ways. On entering the library
they take the nearest seat and snatch a book left on the table
by another reader and turn over the pages with mind elsewhere,
and eyes all the while watching what the other readers do to
get a book. Then, they migrate to the card catalogue and go
on fidgeting with it, Or they go into the stackroom on pretext
of simply seeing the library while their vacant looks betray
them. Some readers of this category pose to know everything
about the library and strut about with an air of cocksureness
which has got its own awkwardness about it*

To the wide-awake reference librarian these are only
symptoms of the shyness of readers badly in need of sympathe-
tic- ^.attention and assistance. Being bashful they will rather
choke' themselves with their needs than breathe out their
requirements to him. If they are to be served the initiative
must come only from the reference librarian. Any customary,
wotiden and uniform method of dealing with them cannot
produce the desired result. The best way to overcome the pitfall
of shyness in these readers is for the Reference Librarian to
put them at their ease and make them feel at home in the
library without first referring to their requirements*

How to put them at their ease is a question for which the
answer cannot be given categorically in a cut and dried formula.

Reference Librarian has to entirely depend upon the die-
f
j
his il

i?
ilinct and Professional flair to deal with these

sJiy readers. He may spot out a shy reader even when he enters
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the library but he may have to allow him to go his own,way for
some time and then casually meet him since offering of assis-
tance at the moment when he enters may be a psychological
blunder and may aggravate his inferiority complex. To some a
straightforward gesture to help would suffice to melt away the
shyness. To others he may offer to take them round the library,
explain its working and in doing so may bring home to them
the idea of reference work. Any of such

1

gestures as his flair

may suggest to be prudent at the time is sure to dispel shyness
and infuse confidence in the readers. When this atmosphere of
ease is created the shy readers, who were ostensibly indifferent
to take books or to put a question before, either slowly take
from their pockets a carefully prepared list of books relevent to

their study or come out with their problems which alone have
brought them to the library. The path of the Reference
Librarian is then smooth now that contact has been established,

Then there are readers who are obsessed with superiority
complex and .who don't deign to come into contact with.. the
Reference Librarian even if the initiative is taken by him. His

J;o help them is interpreted as presumptuous or officious.

'superciliousness of these readers is mostly due to the fact
that they are not accustomed to libraries of the modern type
and services of the kind rendered to-day. They can think only
in terms of attenders and peons who doled out books from
behind the barriers in their own high school and college days.
Hence there is no wonder that they react in the manner they do
to the overtures of the Reference Librarian.

In dealing with these people the Reference Librarian has
to proceed cautiously, slowly and gradually, 'so that he may
avoid nasty rebuffs, No doubt he has to tactfully invite their

attention to the facilities of reference service afforded by the

library and give them the information that the services of the

reference staff are always at their disposal but should not thrust
himself into their service if their surly attitude forbids it

Allowed to proceed as they like near the catalogue or in... the
staokroom they are sure, sooner or later, to find themselves at

sea and drifting without mooring. This is the time when their

looks indicate the need for succour or if they are adepts in

dissimulation a gesture from the Reference Librarian without

any show of exultation will certainly elicit their welcome. They
slowly begin to take him into confidence and let out their

jropuirements. Here is the opportunity for the Reference
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Librarian to place his bibliographical experience at their service
and in return to educate himself indirect!}? and imperceptibly
by his impact

_

with these intellectuals. If he proves himself
useful the feeling of superiority complex in them disappears
from this moment and they seek out the Reference Librarian
in their subsequent visits to the library. Thus many a stiff neck
has bowed to the bibliographical experience and serviceability
of Reference Librarians. One or two instances will bring the
idea home better.

One day a professor entered the Sanskrit Section and had
spent already fifteen minutes in intently looking into half a
dozen books when I approached him and offered my services.
He was conscious of his depth of knowledge and I was conscious
of my width which I was thirsting to bring into his service.
His looks sugge&ted to me that he did not think that I might be
of any service to him, but he said "No, Thanks, I shall
manage". Lest I should be thought to be officious I withdrew
expecting the critical moment when I could come to his aid.
Fifteen minutes later he emerged from the section desperately;
when I enquired if he got what he wanted. Immediately came
forth the reply "Wo, No, I was looking for that passage of
Goethe referring to Kalidasa, I know that MacDonel gives it

in his book but it seems to be out now." I politely queried if

he would accept it if I gave him that passage from any other
source. "But I want the German Original" said the Professor.
"I shall give you both", I said and produced to him the reference
in LlPPlNOpTT's Universal pronouncing dictionary under the
heading Kalidasa. I need not expatiate upon the' wonder and
surprise that this evoked in him. He copied the passage and
profusely thanked me. Ever since he has been making it a
point to consult us whenever he turns up at the library.

Not long ago an intellectual aristocrat called at this
library. His superiority complex was pitched so high that he
proved at first a veritable miser in words. When I offered help
he favoured me merely with the word "Politics", and managed
the rest with pantomimes. I led him to Politics Section. In a
few minutes I saw from a distance his head droop down in
dissatisfaction and so I passed by to show a gesture to help.He blurted out, "Not even one book that I want. Don't you
have books on European Constitutions?" Replying, "We have
a lot of them" I took him to the Section on European Constitu-
tions and attempted to explain the scheme of arrangement of
books in that section. But his attitude discouraged this attempt
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and 1 withdrew. IE a few minutes he retreated from there

muttering "Nothing about Russia". Then he was taken to the

Section on Russia where, on examining the collection, h
exclaimed, "I don't find the book that 1 want I have been

hunting for a book on the latest Russian Constitution but could

not get it anywhere. Not one of the libraries here can justify

its existence* What a pity!" I could not withstand this and
hence addressed him politely, "Well, Sir5 1 have been pursuing

you for the last half an hour to help you but you don't condes-

cend to tall us what you want, You begin miles away by
saying Politics, then Europe, then Russia and. then Russian
Constitution* How can any library help you if you don't

definitely express what you require ? And further you want a

matter that could not have entered into a book yet The new
constitution of Eussia itself came into being only in November
or December of 1936, and we are now in the middle of 1937,

Can you mention to me one book at least that has been written

on it? If you had only mentioned "Russian Constitution"

instead of "'Politics*' etc., or talked to us a little more liberally

you could have finished reading the material by this time'".

;Without much ado 1 produced in a few minutes the February
tlilibttr.of International conciliation which contained the text

of the New Constitution of the U. S. S. R. with an historical

commentary by Sir Bernard Pares. He became exuberant with

joy. When he came to take leave of me after reading it he

regretted his reticence and gave me elaborate reasons for it

which were a sorry reflection on the kind of libraries he was
accustomed to. One can easily visualise the degree of joy and,

satisfaction that he must have felt on having got the material

here when 1 say that the after-effects of the shake of hands
he gave me at parting lasted for three daysl

One word of caution 1 should like to give before 1 pass'

on to consider the next type of readers* 1 have noted a ten-

dency among some Reference Librarians to develop inferiority

complex and to avoid this type of readers partly because of

their rough exterior and partly because of a fear of theif

scholarship in 'their particular fields. The Reference Librarians

must remember that scholarship is one thing and bibliographical

experience is another. Further they cannot afford to lose the

indirect education that they receive by contact with these

scholars and the consequent increase in their' stature as refer-

ence librarians. Do not Reference Librarians resemble the

bees that suck honey from every kind of flower for their own

benefit and for the benefit of the people at large ?
'



The Reference Librarians must also know where to with-
hold help to these readers. For^ what these^people generally do
is to attempt by dint of their influence and status to make
private secretaries of Reference Librarians. The Reference
Librarians should -not fall into this pit by allowing themselves
to be exploited to this extent either under the delusion that it is

their duty or on a personal motive. The duty of the Reference
Librarian ends when he has traced out the material and directed
the reader to it and it Is for the reader to utilise it i. e

,
to read,

it, to summarise or copy it. Whatever be the status of the

reader, the Reference Librarian must resist with stamina, and
tact becoming his private secretary, without at the same' time

losing the goodwill of the reader, Happily, owing to the strenu-
ous efforts of the Reference Section of this Library for the last

ten years, the species of readers with superiority complex is

becoming extinct in Madras City and its occurrences now-a days
are only few and far between,

'Now let us"consider the second type of readers, m*^ those
who present no difficulty for the Reference Librarian to come
into contact with them but who are not able to express their
requirements exactly. This will include also readers of the first

type since the problems given rise to by them after contact are
also of the same nature. The justification for considering them
as a separate type is that they created an additional pitfall
either by their shyness or by their superiority complex* Once
contact is established they automatically become readers of the
second type.

Most of the readers in the library belong to this
group, Within this we can discern quite a multitude of diffe-
rences in the educational and., other/standards .of<.the readers,
Brought up in a system of education in which the library had
not played its legitimate part these people, whatever be their
standards, be they products of the Universities or of High
Schools of this, country, are woefully lacking in the three vital
requirements for life-long education, viz.,

(1) how to make a requisition in the library*

(2) how to use a book; and

(3) a knowledge of how to use a library catalogue;
Of these three the first is the concern of this part of the paper*

m
Many of the questions put by these people are riddled

With pitfalls. They never realise that to ask for a book some
information about it must be given to the library to'"* "' " '''

*
'*"* 1

p| ni '

"(i. * J ' *r
,

1 1

,,,('
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its location and the worst of it is that even when they
know it they don't know which information is relevant

'

-and
which is not. Hence the Reference Librarian has to fight

a peaceful battle to elicit from them the relevant
'

infor-
mation* Since to analyse and enumerate the various types of
errors committed by these people in making a requisition will be
too much for a short paper like this, 1 shall restrict myself to
the consideration of a few actual instances only," thus leaving
you to conjure up for yourselves the trials of a Reference
Librarian*

Here is an educated and otherwise"very intelligent reader
who asked for Chesterton's Blue Cross. Prima fade the
question leaves nothing to be desired. There is the author and
there is the title and given both any book should be located in the
library* He referred to the catalogue but did not find it there.
1 also verified his finding and there was every temptation to say
'no* to the reader and even to swear by the catalogue that the
book was not available in the library. But suspecting,,, as usual,
a pitfall ''here, I began to question

1

, and cross question , faltfraff' to
what he was, why he wanted it and 'whether he was sure that it

of a separate book or was it merely the title of an
fcerton^and so on.

1 With a look of protest against
this curiosity of mine, he however submitted himself to this
ordeal out of courtesy and answered every question. When
answering my last question he gave a jerk and exclaimed "Oh 1

1 am so sorry. It is likely to be one of the essays published"
collectively under a different title, Please don't bother. I
shall examine the essay books/' Allowing him to hunt for it,

I, on my side
> looked into the Essay and Literature Index, etc*,

but did not find it there. Returning to him 1 inquired if he
knew the title of the essay only by report or if he had actually
seen it or read it anywhere. 1 then gathered from* -him that
the essay was prescribed for the S. S. L. 0. Examination*
that he had read it more than once as 'he was coaching up' la'

1

student for the same. In fact he wanted to study it in the

library with some dictionaries of modem .English usage, , To,-

aaother elucidative question he coolly replied with a look of

recollecting something and as if it was of no moment, that
towards the end of the essay it was also stated that it was a

reprint from Innocence of Father Brown by the 1 same' author
1

and that he forgot this at first* Here I got what I wanted* I

told,him that it was a novel and directed him to the book -in 'the

fiction jection. After so much of beating' 'about the bush the

reader -got his material It may be seen that even though the

reader knew every bit of information connected with the book.'
1

10
'

'

.



the library had to subject hiinio a process of search ancl^squeeze
out from Mm the relevant information in order to meet his needs,

Once a student was scanning the entire section on literary

criticism with Raleigh: Some Authors under his arm* When
1 came to him and enquired he said that he had already taken

one book and was looking for another which he had partly read

two days back. The only information that he was able to give

was that it was a red book and of medium size and that it was

given to him only from that section. Asked to recollect the

title and give me at least an approximate idea of it, he managed
to 'construct one and

1

said "On the writing of English'
1

. 1

replied that, if that was the title, he was in a wrong region
since the book must be elsewhere in a different subject* He
asserted, that he got the book only from that section and adding
another word to the title repeated it "On the way to the writing
of English/

9 To help me further 1 asked him if he had taken

any notes from that book on that day. He showed Ms notes,

It smacked more of grammar and language than of literary

criticism* But the student refused to stir from the section on

Literary Criticism, Hence leaving Mm there 1 went to Linguis-
tics

'

Section to look for the book meant by the student*

Henderson's English way caught my eyes. Since the words

Way and English were there and since it was red and of
'

medium size 1 concluded that this might be the boofc'and.tojak-,
it to the student who was still searching for it in

a
LiteMf;f

''

;

Criticism^' He received it with "Yes, yes ? that's it, Thanks!"
and darted into the reading room with a smile and a blush for

the pitfall he created.

"

v . The 'following example surpasses the others in vagueness
fdr,' it comes from high quarters this time from a professor.
He wanted The adventures of a spy in Soviet Russia which
he once read in the library. As the length of the title suggested
that this was an abnormal case some further questions about 'it.

Wfcte asked. He replied, "This may or may not be the title, but
that is the subject-matter of the book*" So he was taken to

'Russia' region in the subjects History and Travels but the
bdtik meant by him was not to be found. Then all the relevant
cards in the classified catalogue were examined and some titles

;
.shown to him but he could not relate any title to the book iti

;, '.question.
""

Despairing of his being useful in the matter we made
,

researches independently. At last a book entitled "Wild career:

year^ of adventure^ by W* J. Gibson, published
to correspond to the book and to confirm, this
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a review which reproduced some incidents in the book and
which appeared in the Times literary supplement of that year
was shown to him when he ejaculated *That is it! . Bespeak it

for

In the three foregoing examples, the High School Teacher,
though he gave the author, mentioned the heading of a chapter
in a novel and asked for it as if it were

'

a separate book. The
undergraduate forgot the author, paraphrased the title and to

add to it misled the Reference Librarian with regard to the

location of the book. And the Professor compounded the

sub-title with a dose of the theme of the book* It may easily
be that, despite 'their mutual differences in educational
standards and social and academic standing, they are in the

level in the habit of creating pitfalls to the Reference
Librarian, If this is the nature of the pitfalls in cases where
readers have once read or seen the books, the nature of others

can easily be imagined.

These instances drawn from practical experience will

8,|iaw: what a host of pitfalls the Eeference Librarian has to
I

iricic6n''
<

wiih.in the day-to-day discharge of his duties. Refer-
ence work is not for the lotus eater* If the pitfalls are to be
seen and avoided and readers properly served a harmonious
combination of the following qualities is necessary in the

make-up of the Reference Librarian, First he must have- a

thorough familiarity with the resources of the library not the
kind of familiarity with which experienced attendee and peons
can spot out any book by its author, title, location, colour and
get-up knowing nothing beyond the backs of books but a fami-

liarity which is born of high scholarship, academical quali-
fications and technical knowledge enabling him to sympatheti-
cally ascend or descend to the level of the reader, to converse
with him, in the language of his subject and to effect the happy
wedding of the reader and his book. Secondly lie mast be a
lover of books and lover of readers intoxicated with, the..; spirit
of service. It is this spirit of service which gives 'him

:

the

willingness to see the pitfalls and it is his scholarship and
Iearing that enable him to meet a situation. Shorn of either

of these qualities* Reference Librarian is a misnomer*
'

- -

(By courtesy. From the Eeport of the Proceedings 'of

the Third All India Library Conference held at Delhi -la 1-987)
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Part n-BJWiog*ailiical side

We have so far discussed reference work from th
angle of readers. Let us next pursue the subject from th.
point of view of books.

^
The extraordinary output of books and periodical publi

cations m modern times is rendering our literary heritage s<

overwhelming that the problem of organising and exploitingthem economically to the best advantage of society is taxin
the brains of sensitive librarians all the world over Amom
the many devices intended to make the resources of librarie<
properly used the most important are ;

(1) Minute classification of books by elaborate and highh
scientific schemes of classification;

(2) Preparation and maintenance of classified care
catalogue; and

(3) Institution of Reference Work.

i K
R6

-
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en<
?
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!

fu
be^minS more and more popular &libraries imbued with the library outlook of the twentieth

century and is everywhere increasingly recognised bv libra rS
authorities as the most potential agent in fulfilling the function
of utilizing the resources and rendering informational servicetoreadors. ^ivj.t,

.* ?^if
re We

,

to Utilis/ thes
,
e ^sources? Will it be possible

either for the readers or for reference librarians to read aHthese books to become acquainted with their contents or to
collect all relevant information? The impossibility and inex-
pediency of such a task can very easily be realised when it isestimated that "merely the three journals of the AmericanChemical Society for a single year (1920) would reauke 5Uhours or 64 working days of 8 hours each to be read a on H
reasonable speed"* Adventitious aids in the shape of refe
books are necessary.

F iw-ere

Hence learned societies, universities, and private oro-ani

saiigns
have come forward to publish innumerable

*

re$Sbooks and periodicals. Under the auspices of theaft SS2
many encyclopaedias, bibliographiesTmdexes nhJh?H?1l5
reviews are

:
published to help thereader S ?faSe^f^r information. One can easily estimate from the.uF

Muclge what a variety of

Pattersoa; Quid* to the literature of chemistry, p. 33,
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:These reference
1

books differ widely from one -andther in

aim, scope and arrangement. Each is designed according to .a

definite plan and to fulfil a definite function. Each has got its

own limitations,, idiosyncracies and special features.

For instance* the Catalogue of scientific papers of the
Royal Society serve the purpose of an Author Index to 1,555

periodicals and Transactions in various languages current in
the 19th century. Whereas the International catalogue of
scientific literature is an annual bibliography of both books '&nd

periodicals of the twentieth century upto the year 1914,

The Indian year 6oo7<? is devoted to matters Indian and
Statesman's yearbook to the entire world.

The Dictionary of national biography is devoted to the
worthies who are dead and Who's who to those who are alive*

The index to the Encyclopaedia Britannica is alphabe-
tical while the index to the Cyclopaedia of education is syste-
matic* . Bloomfield'$ Vedic concordance, . though printed in
Boman characters, follows the Sanskrit alphabet whereas

>n*B Index to the Mahabharata follows the English
in; arrangement-

Will it not be ridiculous for a librarian to look into the
Who's who for a biographical note on Pushkin, a Russian
author of the 18th century or to look for the articles of^a
modem scientist in the Catalogue of scientific p^persf

The heterogeneous character of these publications in
their scope, structure and contents renders their effective

handling an art by itself. Hence it is that the latest trend in
educational opinion emphasises skill in the use of books in the

library as much as skill in laboratory work.

But every librarian who has come into contact with
1

readers knows how few readers are able to quickly gat, what
they want from a book* Occasionally they may stumble upon
the right place in spite of themselves. But it is seldom that

they jftncZ it Individual differences even in ordinary books
1

are

not recognised and most of the books are approached with 'the

same attitude and in the same way. It never strikes them
that the title-page, preface, introduction, tables of contents,

explanatory notes, index, errata, etc., are not a mere formality;
but ate helpful aids that should be read carefully before one
can know what any book is, what it professes to do /and how it

doesit, No wonder that they stagger before a bibliographical

iooi complex in its structure* .
.

'

.

- -

,.,..v-
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'"Educational and library authorities in some countries
are alive to this problem and are providing for it in many ways

. Libraries are instituting Beference Work; Children's Libraries
are started as a panacea to all the woes of librarianship; and
library instruction is included in the educational curriculum.

But, as nothing of this kind has been done here, a two-
fold task is devolving on the few libraries that have instituted
Reference Work. The reference staff have not only to specia-
lise themselves in the art of using books and library apparatus
but also to slowly coach up the clientele to help themselves by
initiating them and following them up. They must bring to
bear on their daily work a thorough knowledge of the resources
of the library, of its classification scheme and cataloguing
practices coupled with a mastery of the library tools so that
they may avoid pitfalls on the bibliographical side and disent-
angle many knotty problems and thus render efficient and
effective service to the readers.

Let me give, fr.om my day-to-day experience, some con-
crete examples of pitfalls.

A reader wanted all information available on the culti-
vation of cotton and of some of its varieties, The few books
available in the library being out at that time, I started him on
Watt's Dictionary of economic products of India. He straight-
away pulled out the '0' volume and looked for the heading
"Cotton". Not finding it there he came and expressed his

disappointment. I asked him to use the index volume for the
location of the article (as the arrangement was by the scienti-
fic names of the products) and thus enabled him to cross the
first pitfall.

He did so and selected the reference in the index; "Cotton
Indian Arboreous, G. 383." Though he was perplexed by the
letter 'G' he made bold to select the 1st volume of 'G' (it spreads
through two volumes i. e. Volumes III and IV of the set) and
opened page 382; but got 'Fishes'. Then he took the second
volume of 'G' and opened page 382 but got "India rubber" and
disgust overwhelmed _him. Watching this from a distance, I
went to him and said that the numbers given against the
letters refer to the commodity numbers marginally given in the
Dictionary and not to the pages, So much for the second
pitfall;

Now he again looked into the first volume of 'G' but
there was no 382 as the last commodity number was 380. In
tie second volume of 'G' the commodity given against 382
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"Ghaulmugra oil" and not "cotton*. Infuriated by -

this, he

rushed to me and challenged me to locate the article, 1 accep-
ted 'the challenge mildly and went through the process only to'

find out that there was justification for the reader's rage.

Discomfiture seemed certain. But
'

bent upon averting it, 1

carefully glanced through the introduction and preface in the

volume of the set, but got no light But while examining
the last volume the preface and errata caught my eyes to my
immense relief, It ran as follows :

The numerical references are to the series of numbers
entered in the margin of the dictionary and com-
mence afresh with each letter of the alphabet.......

Attention has been drawn to the fact that an error

runs through volumes III, IV and V of the dictionary
when the consecutive numbers of letters G and L,
in passing from volumes III to IV and from volumes
IV to V respectively, have been duplicated,,.It is

suggested that those who possess the unconnected
volumes should adopt a similar course making the

first reference In volume IV, G* 881 and in Volume
V, L, 379* References to the letters G and L in this

v '"' v '' "'

"Index must be taken subject to the above erratum
1 *

As per this instruction the second volume of G (viz. the
IV volume of the set) must commence with G. 381 instead' 'of

Gl. What we want is G. 332 which is equal to G. 2 in the
volume. G2 is Gossypium Arboreum - Cotton - Indian
Arboreous, Thus the reputation of the reference staff was
saved and the reader also got his valuable reading material

One might pause here and ask why should 1 not have

straightaway located the article and saved the reader all this

bother, 1 would, certainly have done it, if he were an infirm

old man or a busy middle aged man who was a casual visitor*

But in this case, 1 had the duty .to draw that delicate , liM
between the sort of assistance that develops the student and'

that which weakens him. By my procedure eventually he
secured the material he wanted and in the process he learnt

that there are dictionaries which differ in arrangement of

matter from any linguistic alphabetical dictionaries he was
accustomed to use.

,

, ,.
The second example refers to a Periodical A research

worker in natural science showed me a bibliography he had

compiled for his reading. From that bibliography he wanted
F. G# Sinclair; Anatomy of Polyxenus Lagurus* QJ.M*8,18$9"*
,He wai directed to the set of the Qmrtely journal ofmicrosco*



science. To his surprise lie saw in it an article of the

same title but \yith a different author (i. e.) Heathcote (F. G.).

What hie wanted was Sinclair (F. G,).

When 1 came round to follow him up he was in the

horns of a dilemma whether to read that article as it stood or

to do it some time after verifying his reference with the source

materials "which he had unfortunately left at his distant home
in Trivandrutn. When he explained all this to me I was also

in a fix as to how to get out of 'the situation. It just struck me
that, - since the title of the article and initials of' the author

agreed, here might lurk a problem of cataloguing re change of

names. Since the article related to a period before 1900, I

thought that I might solve the identity of the author by refer-

ring to the monumental Catalogue of scientific papers. This
I did. -, To my great satisfaction and to that of the enquirer
I found the entry there on page 768 of "V. 18 thus :

SINCLAIR F(rederik) Gtranville),

See EEATHCOTE (afterwards Sinclair)

and on Page 708 of Vol. 15 thus :
-

- -v
"

;

HEATHCOTE (afterwards Sinclair) F. GK
1

'

On some points of anatomy of Polyxenus Lagurus 1889

Quart, Jl. Micr So.- 30, 1890, 97-106.

To satisfy the reader, I explained that Heathcote was an
earlier name of the author and that according to the British

practice of cataloguing the earliest name followed by afterwards
was written for the Heading, while the American practice chose

the latest name of the author whenever change of name was
involved. I added that according as his source of reference

was/\Britisk-oi
:: A:toerican -''the;'

1 names Heathcote or Sinclair

would figure as the heading though they related to one and the

same person. He was filled with joy and took the volume to

the reading room after thanking me profusely*

V ;.,;

"

,

One more example* A letter of enquiry from a depart-
ment of the Government of Madras ran thus :

, 'The Harbour Engineering Chief, Cochin, wants for.

reference Volume XXI1 N- S. 6. "Narakkal or Cochin
bank" by Francis Day, Civil Surgeon, Cochin, and "The
bank 'at- Narakkal near Cochin: its composition as exhibited by
the microscope by Lt. J* Mitchell" Please say whether these

publications are available in your library".

At the outset taking these to be separate publications,
to the library catalogue with no result. Xreadth
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question again for a chronological clue but there was nothing
there to suggest it besides the authors' names. But from the
words Volume XXII N. S. 6, I concluded that it must be volume
6 of the New Series or V. XXII of the old series of a periodical
the name of which forming the vital part of the query must
have been omitted either at the place of its emanation or in the
middle of its career from one department to another.

Questions and cross questions might be put to elicit
further information if the enquirer were present in person,
But this is a different case. An intermediate reference asking
them to furnish further information might be thought of, but
that would only be tantamount to technically safeguarding our-
selves but evading the question for the present without doing
justice to it. Also who knew what urgency the department
was facing? And Cochin was 500 miles away.

I made a biographical approach through the names of
these two authors, F, Day and J. Mitchell. I got many papers
other than the one I wanted. Then a bibliographical approachwas made, but in vain. But when I made a geographical
approach (i. e.) when I referred to the Cochin State manual in

MwLttn^g mudbanks (be it noted not under Day or Mitchell
even Narakkal) I was directed to page 13 of the Manual

where an article in the Records of the Geological Survey of India
fe lJL

olume XV"H "On mudbanks of Narakkal and Alleppy by"W. King" was mentioned. When this article was picked up
and scrutinised I got the reference to the article of Day and
Mitchell contribute! to the Madras journal of literature and
scince Volume XXII N. S. 6. P. 264. The reply to the query
was sent on the same day.

This will give a fair idea of tho pitfalls that the reference
librarian is exposed to in his daily work as a result of the vagaries
ftAfepfe-.references. If he is lacking in the qualities that

constitute a reference librarian there is every where the
temptation in him to conform to legal correctness in fulfilling
h4o*y and yet betraying it in spirit. So three essential
qualities must combine in his make up viz., (1) qualities of
trusteeship on the moral side (2) Technical knowledge on the
scientific side and (3) educational background, skill, and above
all tlair m the use of reference tools on the practical side.What will happen to a reader in real need in the absence of the
flamoes of such a reference librarian can better be imagined
than described.

11
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The Library

The Andhra Desa Library Association has had a fairly

long career of 25 years. All through this period, it has kept
the torch of service for the culture of our rural population"

burning. In fact, it is the first Association in India to draw
attention to the Eural

!

Library and its organisation. It is the

first Association to put up fight for the recognition of libraries,

for Government aid. From a stage where Local Bodies were

precluded, by executive orders, from lending financial aid to

libraries to the stage where the Government paid annual grants
to libraries through Local Bodies and in addition set apart a

specific amount for distribution amongst Panchayat Libraries,
our Association was able to influence the whole course of action

by its agitation and representations.

Our Association it was that to6fc
r

ihe'tiiillitlye'
:

:,t!p

organise Conferences for Library endeavour on B^

The first attempt to train men for Libr&tiaiiship was
The unique travelling library s&rvice by carts and boats was
inaugurated under our auspices. We have also inaugurated
Library Marches in several areas. We have throughout attem-

pted to keep the freedom of culture intact by insisting on the

right of libtary administration to buy books and other literature

of their choice.

We have all through conducted a journal
* of our own

and circulated it to onr libraries at great sacrifice. This endea-

vour has had to suffer for want of funds and on account of

restrictions that existed on Local Bodies from helping us.

* The journal referred to is the 'Grandhalaya Satvasvam* started fil It Was

dealing with literary, historical and other cultural subjects with c , 4 , ;^nce

to the activities of the Public Library Movement at home and abroad* It had run

to 1$ volumes under the maternal care and able editorship of Mr. lyyanki Venkata

Ramanaiah who had rendered, both through his journal and through his outside
'

^ .i W W
"

'
'

'

t^KMk
'

"

activities yeoman service to the cause of the library Movement In ^l^j^^^ : '']lf^

owing to lack of financial aid, the jpurnal had to cease puftlfc^oti In 1988

when the responsibility for continuing it was shifted to out shoulders, TM
name of the journal is now changed to *Andhra Granthalayam* which is now

appearing in its second number in volume oue
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Fortunately the negative restriction has now been removed,
"fiave also drafted a Library Bill which will be presented to

Government in course of time. Since all this work had to be
done as labor of love and with no prospect of public recognition
for the worker. * w# , it has had necessarily to be limited in its

showing capacity, while one touch of the wizard's wand of the
Borada G-aekwar could give the Library Movement in Baroda
which started later, a premier place; for want of a similar touch
on our behalf we have been left to carry on as best as possi-
ble under conditions of poverty and apathy!

(Extracted from the memorandum subbmitted by the
Andhra Besa Association to the Hon'ble Ministers for Educa-
tion, Local Abministration and Industries and Labour to the
Goverment of Madrass on 28111938.
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